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Abstract. I will introduce the audience to the novel Multi-stage, Response-function Transport (MRT)
methodologies and tools for real-time simulation of problems in nuclear systems. He will reason that the
MRT methodology can be classified as a physics-based computational methodology. In a MRT
methodology, the problem of interest is partitioned into stages based on its physics, and each stage is
represented by a response function or set of coefficients. These stages are combined into a linear system
of equations which are solved iteratively using the pre-calculated functions and/or coefficients. To
determine these functions or coefficients, a set of fixed-source Monte Carlo and adjoint deterministic
calculations are performed for different material compositions and physical/geometric conditions. The
MRT methodology has been applied to a few real-world problems including spent fuel pool safeguards,
simulation of cargo containers with special nuclear materials, criticality safety and security of spent
fuel pools and cask, and medical image reconstruction. I will elaborate on novel methodologies
developed for spent nuclear fuel safeguards, safety and security applications. Specifically, he will
introduce the following computational tools:
1)
INSPCT-S tool (INSPCT-S, Inspection of Nuclear Spent fuel-Pool Calculation Tool ver.
Spreadsheet) developed for the inspection of spent nuclear fuel pools. INSPCT-S uses computation and
experimental results to identify potential fuel diversion in a spent fuel pool in real-time.
2)
RAPID (Real-time Analysis spent fuel Pool and cask In-situ Detection) developed for
determination of axially-dependent pin-wise fission density, eigenvalue, and subcritical multiplication
in a spent fuel pool or cask.
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